Cross Country
On Saturday 11th March 2017 the Cross Country Team went to Baggeridge to run a
mile. Prior to our visit, we had to meet at the back gate of Wren’s Nest School. So after a
while, the mini bus for us to go to Baggeridge. When we got to Baggeridge, Miss Carr pinned
on our numbers to our t-shirts. After Lucas showed us round the course, we knew where to
go. If we did get lost round the course there would be stewards to help us go the right way.
So we went on a huge field and we got our instructions from the instructors we all
had pictures taking of us by Miss Carr and Miss Cubberly. When the horn was blown, every
single girl sprinted. After a couple of minutes we started running by a VERY MUDDY gate.
After the gate, we started running on a rocky path where the big hill was. After we ran over
the hill there were some stewards showing us the way into a forest, in a VERY MUDDY
forest. When we came out of the forest we started to sprint to the finish line. Well we tried
to sprint but the mud kept slowing us down so we tried our best to win.
When we were at the finish line a lady handed us a raffle ticket and Maja’s position
was 42 . Danica came 48th, Keah came right after Danica so she obviously came 49th and
after Keah was Morgan with the 58th place and Natasha came 60th.
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When the girls got their tickets it was time for the boys to race. So when the horn
blew every boy sprinted to the front. As soon as the boys ran Lucas sprinted to the front but
when the mud started to start it was getting harder and harder. So when they got to the hill
it was getting quite hard for Lucas and the rest of the boys. As soon as they got to the forest
they were slowing down. But as they saw the finish line every boy speeded up. So as Lucas
got to the finish line he got his raffle ticket. Lucas was 38th, Brandon was 48th Dylan was 88th,
James was 91st and Ryan was 104th. It was a great day for Wren’s Nest, we all had fun, but
unfortunately we didn’t win. No-one came through only the top 20.
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